Investigation brings cutbacks to Harvard

By ROBANNE PATEL
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

A federal agency last week announced plans to reduce the amount of research services it provides to Harvard.

School officials received the government news by e-mail Tuesday morning, following a memo from the university president earlier this month. The memo directed all units to cut back on costs and increase efficiency.

The Defense Contract Audit Agency will no longer conduct audits of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard, said school officials.

The agency, which audits all federal contracts, told the school it had received a contract from the National Science Foundation for its approval of financial data.

Harvard Medical School and MIT are among the 10 largest universities in the country, with several contracts totaling over $1 billion per year.

Please see BACK PAGE, page 4

By NOAM HAREL

The allegations come less than a year after a widely publicized scandal at Stanford University.

The university's research spending and misappropriation uncovered at the University of Pennsylvania suggests that these problems are widespread.

The Independent Student Newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania

Lucien Blackwell
Democratic mayoral candidate

Blackwell emphasizes experience, labor relations

By CHRISTINE LYTTON

Lucien Blackwell, a former labor lawyer and City Council veteran, Democratic mayoral candidate Lucien Blackwell says he is the most qualified person to fix the city's problems.

But whether his time as a labor lawyer will work in his favor or hurt him is uncertain.

The former lawyer, who was born and raised in West Philadelphia, does not believe he is the candidate for black voters.

Blackwell claims he has made a different impression in the Philadelphia community.

Please seeiom Rourke, page 4

Vandals turn over car at block party

By ELIE LANDAU

A group of University students flipped over and vandalized a parked car at an unofficial Spring Fling block party on the 39th block of Sansom Street early Saturday morning.

According to several eyewitnesses, a group of students overturned a red 1990 Dodge Colt that was parked near the corner of 40th and Sanson streets between 1 and 1:30 a.m.

According to University Police, the corner of the car on which the name of the owner was not visible, reported the car's owner, food, and drink. The driver panel smashed, in the driver's side window, and the driver's side mirror broken.

President-Edwin V. Sarno, who witnessed the incident, said he told the group "that's pretty much it. Attempting to flip the car is against the rules and is very dangerous and very stupid.

But Sarno said that after the car had been turned on its side, he could smell gasoline and someone injured while burning the car.

"At this point a strong odor of gas was really apparent," Sarno said. "Most people were becoming a bit more cautious but some idiots, a male eyewitness, who also observed the incident said some of the people who flipped the car were wearing jackets with football insignia on them.

Two College juniors who live near the block said the fire poured out and sometimes blocked the streets. But they said that fire extinguisher was only used to protect a gasoline fire.

The two juniors also said they believe organized groups did not perform as a result of the party and had not passed signs warning area residents.

The incident was the reason for the fallout from the continuing review of the university's research spending and misappropriation.
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PLEASE COME with us to the
two day course on "The Health Benefits
doing Yoga" with Dr. VOGEL.

The course will be held at 10am and 2pm
at the Philadelphia Inquirer.

The course is open to the public and
will be conducted by a certified yoga instructor.

The course will cover the basic benefits of yoga,
including stress reduction, improved flexibility,
and enhanced cardiovascular health.

The cost of the course is $50 per person.

For more information, please contact
Dr. VOGEL at 215-383-3121.

OFFICIAL

UNIVERSITY CITY CENTER FOR EYE CARE

386 CHESTNUT STREET - 386-6200

You’ve seen the rest, now see the Best

All Kids Fitted • We Fix Problem Cases

Special

Free Fashion Fair or the purchase of contacts

UNIVERSITY CITY CENTER FOR EYE CARE

FASHION EYE WORLD

THE ULTIMATE IN EYE CARE & EYEWEAR

3935 CHESTNUT STREET • 386-6200

There are two sides to becoming a nurse in the army.

And they're both represented by the nurses you wear as a member of the Army Nurse Corps. The caduceus on the left means you're part of a health care system in which education and career advancement are the rules, not the exception. The red tie on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, Rm 337, J-319, Lebanon. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY or 458.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

WHY STORE YOUR STUFF LIKE A CHICKEN?

Chicken coops are handsome boxes for hens, but unless they're well-built, they're not fit for storing your valuable goods and properties. That's why we've developed the Self Service Storage of Philadelphia. Each of our self-storage facilities features our unique Self Service Storage of Philadelphia features:

- Convenient location at Queen Frankfort Plaza
- Fully climate-controlled units
- Computerized security systems throughout
- Galvanized steel units sized to fit your needs
- Open 7 days a week
- No drive-by service, no waiting in line
- Secure self-service units

Serving Penn's Storage Needs

E-SELF SERVICE STORAGE

OF PHILADELPHIA

20th & Hamilton Streets - 569-0732

NY TIMES CLASSIFIEDS

YOUR MOTHER MADE THE DAY YOU WERE BORN. NOW MAKE HER DAY.

This MOTHER'S DAY GIVE HER THE ACTUAL NEWS LEADER PRINTER TO THE DAY SHE WAS BORN.

ONLY $39.95

THERE WERE GIVE AWAY SCHEMES. MAKE SURE IT'S NOT!

Then may be some transac-

Corrections and Clarifications

If you have a comment or correction, please call us at 215-956-5000. We're open Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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In Brief

English House panel to discuss sexuality

A search committee is still looking for a replacement for the College Student Council's English House panel, which handles human sexuality questions. English House panel member Les Miller, a member of philosophy major Brian Green, a doctoral student in education studying human sexuality, said that such discussions should be open to the public. Miller said that if he were a member of the English House panel, he would speak out against St. John's English House, which is closed to students.

Nursing search still ongoing

Blackwell tous experience, labor history

"We've already made a small group of people in the current administration," she said. "But none of Blackwell's initiatives will save the city $432 million."

Correction to the Big Story

While Fagin announced her intention to step down as the Nursing panel, the voters are tired of the current nursing panelists who have not been on the campus for the last 10 years. The day before the election, someone who had served on the Nursing committee called and said that she had come to talk to Fagin about the national standards for nursing education. "That is an old rule," she said. "Blackwell, from page 1

BADWELL, from page 1

Philadelphia's fiscal woes is to balance the budget and increase the productivity of the city employees.

He also endorsed cuts in the city's welfare budget. "I'm not of the opinion that there are possible cuts in the welfare budget," he said. "But I do believe there are possible cuts in the city's welfare budget." He also said that the city's welfare budget is the least efficient of all the state's welfare budgets.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is published Monday through Friday in Philadelphia, PA copyright 1991

 corrections or inaccuracies of a story, call us at 215-956-5000.

Our motto is "We print the news. You decide the issues."
A Thousand Words

A photo essay

Fling Fun for Everyone

(Clockwise from left): Several carefree students entwine their bodies in a friendly game of Twister at Friday's Fling in the Quad. Management and Technology freshman Andreas Ponce De Leon bounces around in the Moonwalk Friday in the upper Quad. College sophomore Britt Hamblin lowers a determined blow on the scale at the TEP booth Friday in a test of strength and coordination. Hundreds of worn-out, party-hungry students descend on the Quad Friday afternoon warming up for the big weekend. President Hackney enthusiastically gives his impression of a dying swan in a game of "Sheldon Says" early Friday afternoon in the Quad.
Government cuts research overhead at Harvard Med

Researchers cut research overhead at Harvard Medical School to improve the bottom line. The move is expected to save the university $15 million annually. The cuts include reductions in administrative overhead, which is currently at 50% of the total research budget. The university also plans to reduce its reliance on federal grants, which now account for 40% of its research funding.

A Police flooded with Flying weekend report

Police are warning of a potential increase in crime during the Flying weekend. According to a report, the number of incidents reported during the Flying weekend has increased by 20% in the past five years. The report also notes that 70% of incidents are related to alcohol consumption.

The Office of International Programs invites you to create a bridge between international students and the Penn community! by participating in...

The State of Mathematics in Nigeria: Problems, Prospects and Challenges for Sustainable Development

The State of Mathematics in Nigeria is critical for the future development of the country. This event will bring together mathematicians, policymakers, and educators to discuss the current state of mathematics in Nigeria and propose solutions for its sustainable development.

University of Pennsylvania-Broadan Exchange Lecture

The University of Pennsylvania-Broadan Exchange Lecture series will present a talk on the current state of mathematics in Nigeria. The lecture will be given by Dr. Jane Smith, a leading mathematician in the field. The event is free and open to the public.
Minimum one month of free rent on selected leases signed between April 22 and May 16. Call or stop by our office for details.

We have a variety of efficiency, one, two, three, four, and up to eight bedroom properties available. Act fast, because our places are going fast, and so is the free rent deal.

C A M P U S  A P A R T M E N T S
4043 W A L N U T S T R E E T
382-1300

Weekdays until 7 p.m.
Weekends until 4 p.m.
The Daily Pennsylvania
The Independent Newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania
107th Year of Publication
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Sta's been like hell here, the Killings, the bombings, the Flats. I'm just glad that your safe where you are, love, mom.

Wish Me Luck
Neil

Lights, Camera, Satisfaction

Looking back on my formative years, I can honestly say that nothing is quite as satisfying as being in a cinema again. For me, it's not just the occasional trip to the movies, the simple pleasure of hours at my local fleapit, munching cream cones as we watched the latest flicks. It's the anticipation, the excitement of seeing what new adventures the screen will bring.

In my youth, I spent many happy hours concentrating on the screens of approximately 800 words each. It was a time when I could lose myself in the stories unfolding before me. The characters, the plots, the emotions—nothing else mattered.

In my later years, the experience has been far more lame, the simple pleasure of hours at my local fleapit, munching cream cones as we watched the latest flicks. It's the anticipation, the excitement of seeing what new adventures the screen will bring.

It's the joy of being transported to another world, of escaping the mundane reality of everyday life. It's the chance to imagine, to dream, to experience things that are impossible in the real world.

Worse still was the realization that I had bought a ticket to a movie that was even worse than the one I've come to expect, with subplots that seemed to have little connection to the main plot. It was a frustrating experience, one that left me wondering if I should continue supporting the local cinema.

The one银Screen in Philadelphia that I feel I can recommend is the one I recently visited. It was a much better experience, with a plot that was engaging and well-executed. The characters were well-developed and the cinematography was impressive.

So, if you're looking for a satisfying cinematic experience, I would highly recommend checking out the one I recently visited. It was a much better experience compared to the other one I've come to expect during this time. Whether you're a movie enthusiast or just looking for a good time, it's worth a visit.
You have worked hard for your education. We believe in that education.

Your quality Liberal Arts or General Business education has prepared you for a broad number of career options. Focusing on the best choice for you can be a challenging and complicated decision.

The Lyceum can offer you an unparalleled opportunity in making the transition from your academic studies into the world of business.

The Lyceum can offer you that window into business - real world experience and invaluable business and industry exposure.

The Lyceum opportunity can place you in an environment where you will develop your long-term career interest, grow as a professional and build a career foundation that counts.

LEARN MORE 215 545 0555
OR
CALL TODAY 800 533 2920

THE LYCEUM
Schwarzkopf returns to a hero’s welcome

MacDill Air Force Base, Fla. — Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf returned to a hero’s welcome yesterday, taking his family in a hearing aids and feeling a cheering crowd.

As he stepped off the plane at MacDill Air Force Base, the retired one-star U.S. commander reunited with his wife, friends, and their three children. Bill Black, Lakeland, “Heart breaker.”

“I can’t describe to you the emotions in all of our hearts,” Schwarzkopf said after making his way through a crowd of 2,000 well-wishers.

“It’s great to be an American.”

Schwarzkopf said after making his way through a crowd of 500 well-wishers.

“People respect what he stands for. He’s against violence,” said U.S. Army Maj. Gen. Ay H. Gurner, the special U.S. mission commander in Iraq. He set up headquarters in the tiny abandoned gaspar at the 4th Iraqi division.

“We are in the job of saving lives and we’re going to save lives and do a good job of it,” Gurner said. 

Iraq’s state-run press denounced the “use of American troops to set up a safe-haven settlement for Kurdish refugees in northern Iraq, despite more bitter denunciations from the Turkish border settlement of Silopi, Turkey — U.S. Marines began a two-day operation Monday to house Kurds

“My Ambassador, I am proud to report to you Kuwait is free,” said the four-star general, head of the U.S. Central Command, which has its headquarters at MacDill in Tampa.
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“We are very concerned about this new development, the introduction of police forces, which we think is contrary to the spirit of our agreement,” said Lt. Col. Bob Floyd, a U.S. military spokesman.
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Iraq’s state-run press denounced the “use of American troops to set up a safe-haven settlement for Kurdish refugees in northern Iraq, despite more bitter denunciations from the Turkey — U.S. Marines began a two-day operation Monday to house Kurds

“Our representative behavior is a blatant interference in Iraq’s domestic affairs and a flagrant violation of international law,” said the government daily Al Thawra.
When you graduate, you can't take it with you...

...but you can have it delivered.

No matter how far you go, you can always keep Penn nearby. The Weekly Pennsylvanian brings all the latest campus news and sports to your mailbox every week during the coming year.

Experience The Weekly Pennsylvanian, a weekly publication specifically for Penn alumni, parents, and friends — straight from the pages of The Daily Pennsylvanian.

See who's been signed for Fling next year... follow the football team's march toward regaining the Ivy title. Relive the best moments of college.

Subscribe now to The Weekly Pennsylvanian. We'll send you twenty-six weeks of the best of the "DP" that will keep Penn a part of your life.

Simply mail in the coupon or give us a call to order The Weekly Pennsylvanian at the low price of only $30. That's less than the cost of a few long distance calls to an old friend.

If you don't know your fall address, use your current home address and then send us your new address when you get settled.

The Weekly Pennsylvanian

The Best of The Daily Pennsylvanian. The Best of Penn.
Flying might meet budget, organizers say

BY SCOTT CALVERT

The Lexington Flying Club is planning a seven-week series of events to help meet the budget. By Scott Calvert

The club said it had raised $3,000,000 in donations, and that it was planning to raise more in the near future. By Scott Calvert

The club has been trying to raise money for several years, and has already raised $1,000,000. By Scott Calvert
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Baseball suffers big doubleheader loss

Quakers rocked by Harvard hitting

SWEET, from page 11

leaped very well." "With such a young of Philadelphia. It was the .

batter up the Harvard lineup had a "I've been hitting as a team__,

and the infield hit that was "I'm not as upset as people might

We knew we had a shot to win it again. We knew it'll drive you crazy. If you're not a good loser,

it'll drive you crazy. If you're not a good loser, it's going to be tough to go out

Quakers rocked by Harvard hitting

The bubble burst on Penn baseball coach Hob Seddon and his
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The Lindback/Provost Award Reception

The Lindback/Provost Award Reception

Thursday, April 25, 1991

at 3:30 p.m. in the Rare Book Room.

Van Pelt Library
The 97th Penn Relays

Relays kick off with 20k road race

By JOHN DI PAOLO
Pennsylvania Sports Writer

The pride, pageantry and history which are part of the Penn Relays Carnivals came to life once again as the 97th staging of the event commenced in yesterday morning's 48-degree cold and rainy weather.

And one hour and four minutes later Bob Schweim, a 32-year old Franklin and Marshall graduate, won the Carnival's first watch along with the Middle Atlantic TAC Championship, winning the second 20-kilometer road race through the streets of West Philadelphia.

Schweim, who is the cross country coach at Malvern Prep, was 35 seconds off the race record pace of 1:03:59 set by 1990 winner Dave Mullanin.

Scheim was part of a three-man lead pack through the first half of the race that included Joseph Cresko, the race's inaugural leader, and Ringo Adamson.

But at the eight-mile mark of the race, Schweim decided to make his move, as he opened up an 12-second advantage over Cresko and 29-second lead over Adamson over the next mile.

"I could see they were working kind of hard and I figured I could crank it up," said Schweim of his position at the halfway mark of the race. "Joe [Cresko] was showing signs that he was tired and I decided to go out."

With 1 miles left, Schweim had a 44-second lead over Adamson (1:04:58) and Cresco (1:05:13), who just fell behind Adamson into third place. That is how they finished.

Jan Yerkes, 34, was the race's first female finisher in a time of 1:15:36. Yerkes, who placed second in last year's race, placed 32nd overall, close to five minutes faster than the next female finisher, Audry Tannenbaum (1:20:53).

"I try to run with the men, because it is easier to run with the guys," said Yerkes of Buckingham, Pa. "They are cooperative and I run more comfortably with them. The women tend to be more competitive."

Hey George, what are you going to do now that you went the distance with Evander?

"I'm going to Burger King! But I'll remember to bring my DP SPORTS section with me!"

Any questions?

Discover Kinko's. You get more than just great copies.

If you're looking for one convenient place to serve your business copy and communication needs, discover Kinko's. You'll find just about everything you need to keep you looking great, including:

- Quality black and white copies.
- Full color copies.
- Macintosh* rental.
- Free pick up & delivery.
- Poster-size copies, binding and more!
- We're open 24 hours to help you make those last minute deadlines!

Kinko's the copy center
Open 24 Hours
3923 Walnut St. • 386-5679
Celebrate the Earth
at the
GRAND OPENING
of the
NATURAL LIFESTYLE CENTER
Befriend the Environment

Eco-Logica, in conjunction with Lotus Light Enterprises would like to announce the Grand Opening of the NATURAL LIFESTYLE CENTER at the University of Pennsylvania Bookstore, on Monday April 22, 1991.

The NATURAL LIFESTYLE CENTER, offers the nation most comprehensive selection of products which are beneficial to health and the environment...products which are appropriate for all who are concerned with the issues of health, ecology, animal rights and environmental preservation.

Our product line includes 100% natural unbleached cotton, imprinted t-shirts and tote bags, natural body care products, vitamins, Earth Sounds living music on tape or compact disc, cruelty free cosmetics, biodegradable laundry and household products, recycled paper products, environmental book, and much more!

Grand Opening - EARTH DAY!
Monday April 22, 1991

ENTER TO WIN!!!

• 1 of 3 100% natural unbleached cotton t-shirts!
• Gift Basket - retail value $30.00!
• Free Samples
• Free Earth Day Decals
• Representative from Eco-Logica will be available from 11am-2 to answer any questions
Relaxed’ M. Tennis beats Brown, Yale

By DAN BONOFF

W. Tennis drained by losses to Brown, Yale

H. INJURIES & SONS

SECOND DAY

Price of Two or More Books

25% OFF

FREE WHEELING

Casey, Rosemary

American Heart Association

Secretaries Week April 22nd - 26th

GIFT HOTLINE 386-3845

Let Us Design A Custom Gift For Your Secretarial Asst.

Custom gifts of balloons, flowers, plants, fruit baskets, candy & other unique ideas are always available. Call Hotline. Remember Mother's Day Sun., May 12th

We Send Flowers Worldwide

The Flower Emporium

Penn Tower Hotel, 54th & Civic Center Blvd.

Philadelphia, PA. 19104

A computer generated message for

Ahmet Sabri

Your Secretary; Asst.

YOUR SECRETARY; ASST.

www.surfandsonthursdays.com

Dan "Moon Doggy" Thomas

Live & In Person 10:00!

Surf & Sands On Thurs.

The Daily Pennsylvanian's Graduation Issue.

We Send Flowers Worldwide
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Go to www.surfandsonthursdays.com

To send flowers for any occasion.
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We Send Flowers Worldwide.
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Penn Tower Hotel, 54th & Civic Center Blvd.

Philadelphia, PA. 19104

How to get the last word.

Give your life-long friends a goodbye they can save for a lifetime.

Tell your family and friends:
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We Send Flowers Worldwide.

The Flower Emporium

Penn Tower Hotel, 54th & Civic Center Blvd.

Philadelphia, PA. 19104

How to get the last word.

Give your life-long friends a goodbye they can save for a lifetime.

Tell your family and friends:

The Daily Pennsylvanian.
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Personal farewell's, congratulations, & thank you's in The Daily Pennsylvanian's Graduation Issue.
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**Ismail jumps NFL Draft, 'rookets' to CFL with huge contract**

Eagles swap first-round picks with Green Bay to obtain Tennessee OT Antone Davis, give up 1992 number-one as well

**NFL draft: Top two rounds**

**NEW YORK AP** - First round picks in yesterday's NFL draft:

**First Round**
3. Denver, Mike Croel, LB, Nebraska. 4. Denver, Mike Croel, LB, Nebraska.
5. Green Bay, Todd Lyght, CB, Notre Dame.
6. Miami, Russell Maryland, DT, Miami, Fla.
7. Minnesota, Mike Joyner, DT, Southern California.
8. Philadelphia (from Green Bay), Mike Ewaliko, RB, Southern California.
10. Houston, Montana Shipp, QB, Texas A&M.
13. Chicago, Rod CAPRIO, CB, Louisiana State.
14. Detroit, Herman Moon, WR, Maryland.
15. Buffalo, Van Milledge, WR, Mississippi.
16. Kansas City, Harvey Williams, RB, Texas. 23, Miami, Randal Hill, WR, Miami.
17. San Francisco, Alvin Green, RB, Virginia. 11, New England (from Minnesota), Charles Rice, TE, Temple.
18. Philadelphia (from Miami), Eric Young, CB, Louisiana State.
19. Seattle, Tim Green, DT, Oklahoma.
20. Dallas (from Washington), Johnnie Taylor, OT, Texas A&M.

**Second Round**
22. Miami, Mike Croel, LB, Nebraska.
25. Dallas, 17. Montana Shipp, QB, Texas A&M.
27. Minnesota, 15. Herman Moon, WR, Maryland.
29. Kansas City, 13. Harvey Williams, RB, Texas.
35. Detroit, 7. Herman Moon, WR, Maryland.
36. Kansas City, 6. Harvey Williams, RB, Texas.
38. Miami, 4. Randal Hill, WR, Miami.
40. Indianapolis, 2. Johnnie Taylor, OT, Texas A&M.
41. Green Bay, 1. Mike Croel, LB, Nebraska.

Valero taken in second round by Chiefs

**Memphis AP** - First round picks in yesterday's NFL draft:

**First Round**
5. Green Bay, 16. Mike Croel, LB, Nebraska.
14. Detroit, 7. Herman Moon, WR, Maryland.
20. Dallas, 1. Mike Croel, LB, Nebraska.

**Second Round**
33. Chicago, 8. Mike Joyner, DT, Southern California.
34. Cleveland, 7. Herman Moon, WR, Maryland.
35. Buffalo, 6. Van Milledge, WR, Mississippi.
40. Dallas, 1. Mike Croel, LB, Nebraska.

Pen's Devin Breaston (20) and the rest of the Quakers felt cut off from the goal as Brown bombarded Penn, 18-4, on Saturday.

**M. Lax bombed by number-two Brown**

BOMBARDED, from page 15

"We had one guy in that zone and one goalie. We couldn't get it past him," said senior defender John Snow, who started out strong against Penn. "We scored on our first two shots, and just missed the better." Even so, the Quakers were hard pressed to find a good game after Jones, the 1989 All-Ivy player of the year.

**Give Another Chance. Give Blood.**

**American Red Cross**

**Please RECYCLE this DP**

**W. Lax loses**

HARRER from page 17

Jones also showed Penn's attackers how to put pressure on our defenders, and we had to work hard to get the ball to our goalie." It was a frustrating day for the Quakers. "We have a lot of freshmen and this year has given them experience," Harrer continued. "A lot of our lads are coming from behind situations."

**DP SPORTS**

**Interested? Call DP Sports at 990-9996.**

Brian Wernicki/Daily Pennsylvanian Photography
**THE HARRY S. TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM**

"...designed to provide opportunities for outstanding students to prepare for careers in public service."

**OPEN TO THOSE WHO WILL HAVE SENIOR STATUS BY SEPTEMBER, 1992.**

with at least a 3.40 gpa who plan to attend graduate school in a field which will lead to a career in government.

**INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 200 HOUSTON HALL UNTIL MAY 15TH.**

---

**Baseball**

Game 6: April 27. at Washington, il necessary

Game 5. April 25. Washington at Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh 3. Washington 1. Pittsburgh leads Game 6 April 27. at Montreal, il necessary

Boston 2. Montreal 1

**Transactions**

**American League**

OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Placed relief pitcher Joe Smit on the restricted list until April 12; recalled pitcher Mike Darr from Nashville of the Pacific Coast League retroactively to April 12. Optioned Reggie Harris, outfielder, and Brad Ward, guard, from the injured list. Placed A.J. Call 898-9866 for details.

**NBA**

MILWAUKEE BUCKS—Activated Joe Barry Carroll, forward, from the injured list. Activated Milos Babic, center, and Scotty Pippen, guard, from the injured list. Placed Glenn Robinson, guard, on the injured list.

**Miami Dolphins—Traded Tim McKyer, cornerback, on the injured list.**

**FOOTBALL**

**COMPILATION**

In the National Football League, there was no change in the playoff fate of the San Francisco 49ers, who ended the season with a 55-27 record, one victory over the worst record in the NFL. The 49ers are 6-10, their worst record in the NFL.

The Warriors denied Utah the last day of the regular season. The Warriors won 106-98, 32 points behind the Utah Jazz in the standings.

**20% off**

**FREE**

**VISUAL SCREENING**

**SIXERS lose in season finale**

Spurs win Midwest title; Phils lose in 10

Carolinas, Texas In a nail-biting game, the Spurs won the Midwest title, defeating the Sixers 106-98. The Sixers lost in the 10th inning, 3-2.

**BASEBALL**

**American League**

Eastern Division

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Losses</th>
<th>GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Bay</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
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**Transactions**

**American League**

OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Placed relief pitcher Joe Smit on the restricted list until April 12; recalled pitcher Mike Darr from Nashville of the Pacific Coast League retroactively to April 12. Optioned Reggie Harris, outfielder, and Brad Ward, guard, from the injured list. Placed A.J. Call 898-9866 for details.
**Baseball swept by hot Crimson**

**By MATT KELLY**

Harvard Baseball put up a winning performance against Penn's Crimson in the 2nd round of yesterday's NFL draft.

"I hope and I dreamed and I prayed, but I never knew that I would go so high [in the draft]." said Joe Valerio, a Penn offensive lineman. "I didn't expect our team to be in the NFL draft." Valerio was selected with the 50th pick in the 2nd round of yesterday's NFL draft.

"I was surprised," Valerio said. "I didn't think the leave was for me."

Valerio was advised by his attorney not to comment on the incident either that day or the next. But in a prepared statement released for Christian's sake this time away will allow us to put things in perspective. Given what's been going on, Valerio had a chance to reflect on his performance and the performance of his team sporting just seven wins compared to the Crimson's 12-14, 6-8 record. (12-14, 6-8) agreed they were not excited to win. Perry Moriearty, third in the country in scoring, transform into a legitimate offensive force. Browns' Suzanne Bailey, the nation's top senior, fell victim to mistakes in fundamental plays.

Stuffing backfields in the NFL, combining natural leadership skills, and general management Bobby Beathard, have transformed themselves into a legitimate force. The Browns' Suzanne Bailey, the nation's top senior, fell victim to mistakes in fundamental plays.
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"The score certainly wasn't insurmountable for the pocket passes of [Hill's] first bad out-"
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